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Physics NOTES
Physics is the study of the laws and rules of 

matter and energy.

Forces in Nature
Force = a push or a pull on an object.

Force is measured in units called newtons (N).

Example: It takes about 45 N of force to lift the 
average cat.

Gravity = the force of attraction between 
objects that have mass.

The strength of gravity between two objects 
depends on two things:mass of object and 
distance between them.
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Mass = a measure of the amount of stuff in an 
object.

The greater the mass of either object, the 
stronger the gravity between them.

The closer together the objects, the stronger the 
gravitational force.  The farther apart, the 
weaker the force.

Weight = a measure of the force of gravity acting on 
the object.  

For example:  Your body has the same mass on Earth 
as it does on the moon, but you weigh about six 
times more on Earth than you would on the  moon.

Weight = mass x acceleration due to gravity

W = m x g

• newtons, N (weight)

• kilograms, kg (mass)

• meters per second squared, m/s 2 (acceleration)

*acceleration due to gravity on Earth= 9.8 m/s2
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Friction = the force that opposes motion between two 
surfaces that are in contact with each other.

Types of friction
1. Sliding friction

2. Rolling friction

3. Static friction

4. Fluid friction

5. Drag 

Forces in Motion

Speed = the distance traveled by an object in a given 
amount of time.

speed = distance / time

s = d/t

• meters per second, m/s (speed)

• meters, m (distance)

• seconds, s (time)
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Velocity = an object’s speed AND direction at a given 
instant.

velocity = distance / time

v = d/t

• meters per second, m/s (velocity)

• meters, m (distance)

• seconds, s (time)

Acceleration = the change in an object’s velocity over 
time.

acceleration = final speed – initial speed / time

a = sf – si

t

• meters per second squared, m/s 2 (acceleration)

• meters per second, m/s (speed)

• seconds, s (time)


